Electro-harmonix - Micro Stereo Pulsar Tremolo Review

>>>CLICK HERE<<<

11 user reviews on Electro-Harmonix Stereo Pulsar. JLDavid's review

In addition, work on the curve of the tremolo via the Shape knob brings a wide variety of pulsation. Electro Harmonix Micro POG Octave Guitar Effects Pedal

We got to hear the Super Pulsar stereo tap tremolo pedal in action at Winter NAMM JHS. At the 4:46 mark in Brendan Benson's rig rundown, his Micro Pog pedal is visible...
Dual Stereo Loops with either independent or locked loop lengths. Series Looping mode.

Microsynth evokes the synth sounds heard on the drone. Two expression pedal inputs enable you to simultaneously control Tremolo.


Electro Harmonix Micro Metal Muff Guitar Effects Pedal

Electro Harmonix Stereo Pulsar Guitar Effects Pedal

Electro Harmonix Super Pulsar Tap Tremolo. £220.30

Electro-Harmonix Holy Grail Max Reverb pedal £213.75

Electro-Harmonix Micro Qtron Envelope Filter

Electro Harmonix Stereo Pulsar Tremolo. The new Electro Harmonix Super Pulsar Stereo Tap Tremolo is one of the Uncompromising Keeley quality pedal sounds like a win to me.

Electro-Harmonix XO Stereo Pulsar Tremolo Guitar Effects Ped.

The Guyatone Mighty Micro Veri-Trem effects pedal offers a wide selection of classic.

Electro Harmonix Super Pulsar Stereo Tap Tremolo Guitar Effects Pedal.

£169.00 Electro Harmonix Micro Metal Muff Guitar Effects Pedal.

2.1mm barrel plug - Most common Electro-Harmonix adaptor, for Micro Synths, Q-trons, Polychorus, Worm, Electro-Harmonix Stereo Pulsar Tremolo Pedal.

If you guys want a pedal to be demoed, or a shootout between two or more, let me know.

Electro Harmonix Stereo Pulsar Tremolo Electro Harmonix Micro Q-Tron.


Acoustic simulator with three different tone modes. $99

Thumbnail of Electro-Harmonix Super Pulsar Stereo Tap Tremolo Pedal JHS Pedals "Quadra POG" Modification For The Electro-Harmonix Micro POG.